Magnesium and tumors: ally or foe?
Magnesium plays a crucial role in many cell functions such as energy metabolism, protein and DNA syntheses, and cytoskeleton activation. Proliferating cells have long been known to contain more magnesium than quiescent cells, and experimental conditions that decreased magnesium availability affected cell proliferation rate. There is little information about how tumor growth influenced systemic availability of magnesium in a patient, nor is it clear whether treatment-associated changes of magnesaemia influenced tumor growth and dissemination. Hypomagnesaemia is observed during multi-agent therapies with cisplatin or the anti-EGFR antibody, cetuximab. The latter was shown to cause hypomagnesaemia by impeding EGF-dependent activation of TRPM6, the main cation channel responsible for Mg transcellular absorption in the intestine and kidney. Limited observations also suggest that hypomagnesaemia could favorably influence tumor response to cetuximab. All such findings brought magnesium into the arena of clinical oncology, but potential caveats should be kept in mind before considering practical implications. We briefly review that magnesium causes pleiotropic, often diverging effects on tumor growth, vascularization, and metastatization, such that both favorable and unfavorable effects can be identified. Inflammatory responses to hypomagnesaemia should also be considered. Translating biology into clinical facts will therefore require a deeper understanding of such a complexity.